IMPORTANT NOTE:
We strongly suggest not using Google Maps as the route suggested will take you to a dirt road and dead end. If you do use Google Maps anyways, please ignore LOS ESPINOS turn and continue to Tapalpa Town. This would force Google Maps to take you to Valle del Lago via Las Piedrotas-Chiquilistlán paved road.

Instead, please do use WAZE, the route in the APP is correct.
From: AIRPORT
To: SUPERMARKET

**Soriana**
Second to last Supermarket on the road

- **From:** Miguel Hidalgo International Airport
  Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico (GDL)
- **To:** SORIANA Plaza El Pelomar
  Second to last supermarket on the road
- **Address:** Av Lopez Mateos Sur #1400
  El Pelomar, Tlaomulco de Zúñiga
  45643
- **Phone:** 33 36843086
- **Hours:** 07:00 a 23:00 hrs.

**Walmart**
Last Walmart/SAMS on the road (opposite side of the avenue, turn back is complex)

- **From:** Miguel Hidalgo International Airport
  Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico (GDL)
- **To:** SUPERAMA Santa Anita
  Last Supermarket on the road
- **Address:** Av Lopez Mateos Sur No. 1501
  El Pelomar, Tlaomulco de Zúñiga
  45643
- **Phone:** 33 36126580
- **Hours:** 07:00 a 22:00 hrs.

**Superama**
Last Supermarket on the road

- **From:** Miguel Hidalgo International Airport
  Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico (GDL)
- **To:** SUPERAMA Santa Anita
  Last Supermarket on the road
- **Address:** Av Lopez Mateos Sur #5550
  Santa Anita, Tlaomulco de Zúñiga
  45645
- **Phone:** 33 31896313
  33 31886015
- **Hours:** 07:00 a 22:00 hrs.
TAPALPA-Valle del Lago

From: Tapalpa, Jalisco
To: Valle del Lago
Distance: 3 miles
Travel Time: 5 min.
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